Inspection of butt welds for complex surface parts using ultrasonic phased array.
Detection of weld defects for complex surface parts has always been a difficult point in ultrasonic testing because the geometry complexity makes it difficult to arrange transducers and determine the propagation paths of acoustic beams. In this paper, the linear friction weld of the engine blade is taken as an example of the butt weld in complex surface parts, and the application of the ultrasonic array testing method is carried out. Firstly, the propagation properties of acoustic waves in the inspection area are analysed based on both the Snell's law and the acoustic pressure reciprocating transmittance (APRT). According to the inspection requirements, this study establishes a full-coverage inspection solution using multi-array transducers. Secondly, the whole inspection area is divided and the wedge parameters in each subarea are iteratively designed. Thirdly, based on the finite element method (FEM), a response simulation model of the ultrasonic array is established to testify the feasibility and validity of the inspection scheme. Lastly, experiments are conducted on the blade specimen welded by linear friction welding (LFW). The inspection results of different weld positions clearly identify the prefabricated crack defects, showing that the proposed method can fulfill the rapid and accurate inspection for the butt weld of complex surface parts.